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The essay has its own classification. Let's find out what types this literary genre is divided 
into.

Essay-descriptive essay.

Such an essay helps to understand the perception of the subject by a person. You 
describe external features or internal qualities, a characteristic without going into analysis 
or criticism.

Narrative essay.

It is a kind of story in which you vividly express your evaluation. You need to be constantly 
replaying some kind of action. It could be a narrative about an incident that happened, a 
short biography of a person, or something else. You need to identify a problem or conflict 
and then express your opinion.

Classification.This is your own subjective allocation of any kinds, categories, types, etc. 
They are based on the author's own preferences. For example, it may be any rating of 
subjects. The main thing is that each highlighted type is justified. 
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Comparison essay.

You need to compare two subjects, identify common and different features between them 
and explain your opinion.

Argumentation essay.

Here, it should not be a simple reasoning, for example, from the general to the particular, 
but exactly the proof of the theses put forward at the beginning of the paper.

Essay-illustration.

The same as the essay-argumentation, only instead of words and logical arguments, you 
have to pick up visual examples. These can be life examples that happened in your life or 
in the lives of your friends, or it can be a well-known fact, etc.

Causal Analysis. Here you have to build a logical chain that shows how you reason and 
why you reason that way. To be clear: if you take the topic "Construction of a plant that 
emits harmful substances in the city," then you have to give the facts, where did you get 
that harmful elements are emitted, why did you think so, do you have any examples of how
they affect the human body, etc. At the same time, no one forbids you to express your 
negative attitude.

http://causality.cs.ucla.edu/blog/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narrative
https://service.essayhave.com/


Thus, we have told you about all kinds of essays. Now you know exactly which type you 
should choose in order to write your paper correct
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